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HOMECOMING! TIGERS MEET FRESNO

^1

I

other
things
of

1*

BY

BOB CONAWAY

THIS IS THE WAR that the
United States wasn't going to fight,
fbis was her time to sit on the bench,
I0 send replacements for both sides.
^he wasn't even going to root for a
team. Not officially, anyway.
To keep her strict non-partisanship
OH lie decided against personal delivery
s
„f goods. Made the scrappers come
and get what they want. That would
protect her against ship losses, men
tilled—and these things might lead
to participation.
So America told the world powers
to come and get it.
Cash and carry
and no worry for Uncle Sam. What
an ideal set-up. Especially when
the accused aggressors were unable
to penetrate Brittain's sea blockade.
BUT ENGLAND
WASN'T
jghting Japan. And ships from that
insular playground of strutting game
cocks were percnially docked at West
Coast ports, were taking aboard such
non-military items as high octant gas
oline and scrap metals. . . .
But that was all right with the
great democracy. Nippon's money
was just as good as gold—and be
sides, she expected the best toys and
trinkets! And what would American
women do without Japanese silk?
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'Heart of a City'
Hits Boards
Play Shows Londoti
Theatre Under Blitz
By SALLY RINEHART
Tonight's the night when "Pacific's
Little Theatre cast will present to
Stockton audiences its erstwhile pro
duction of "Heart of a City."
The play is packed with laughter,
tears, thrills and good drama.
BURLESQUE SHOW

The Windmill Burleskue Theatre
in London is the setting for the
play. Life there is gay, almost com
plete until the members of the show
find themselves just as much a part
of the war with Germany as the rest
of their fellow men and women.
The question of continuance of the
show arises when bombs begin drop
ping too close for comfort. But
they carry on with regularity during
the worst of the blitzes, confident that
all will soon be over and the sun
Then came Pearl Harbor, and no would once more shine on Picadilly
wore trinkets. And America was in for all the world to see. From here
on in the story moves from one tehee
Ik middle of her spectacular war.
moment to another.
OF COURSE, THERE WERE STAR CAST
Betty Kinnear heads the cast as
still some die-hards who thought that
the limit of U. S. participtation Rosalind the star of the Windmill
would be the supplying of equip Theatre. To Rosalind comes the
(Continued on Page 3)
ment and munitions to the others,
America wasn't anything but a subsituate, and they wanted her to stay
tat way.
But things didn't go as scheduled;
>nd it wasn't long before Uncle Sam
was in the middle of the scrap. Then
sstead of merely filling in America
,as calling signals.
What a far cry
'torn bench-warmer. . ..
Things progressed smoothly for a

"Me, but still the systent wouldn't
So the quarterback had- to
run the majority of the plays.
And
'e Iew times that the U. S. wasn't
•irrying the ball, she was furnishing
'e% of interference.
But one
"ayer can't make a winning ball

club,,

AND WHEN ONE NATION

aas

so much fighting to do, her peoVe t0 accomPfish things. They
e to develop, train, and maintain
army—;n this case one of from
. ^ to ten million men. And old
tn aren't the world's best fighters.

ia
.

So
America, the country that was
Wy
9oing to sell—and watch—is
j#0,
to draft the bud of its mantne 'teen-age youth.
Thi:
iresh manpower is expected
; 5've the twenty-eight United Naa
<an e tremendous boost—when it
fficbently be trained and adetaitel
Sgljj- v distributed to the numerous
''Sna"^ lronts- Only then will the
W Ca"er have her command the
• r for a direct line attack. UnsUch f
j. ume it seems that the plays
!
r,)sts. 'ed to end runs and aerial
Th
e big show must wait.
&uT

U IT MOST PEOPLE KNOW
H°n't wait; time and a blitzapj!?'1. T°r no man—not even
^tivity Ct'c American. Increasing
'"die,,
°Ver the face of the globe
L cates tk .
lies
possibly the decisive
h 1 ar.e near.

• Kt|ssi.

^Pi-Jan General Timoshenko holds

SCHEDULE

SATURDAY

Noon — Fraternity, Sorority
reunions at respective
houses.
3:00 p.m.—Homecoming foot
ball; Pacific vs. Fresno
State.
8:30 p.m.—Little Theatre pro
duction, "Heart of a
City."
9:00-1:00 p.m.—PSA Home
coming Dance.

SUNDAY
11:00 a.m.—Annual Home
coming Church Service;
Central M e t h o d i s t
Church.
7:00 p.m. — Homecoming
Chapel Service.
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Grid Gloom-Bulldogs Are
National Scoring Champs
Visitor's 'Phantom Four' Rated
Coast's Classiest Backfield
By JACK TOOMAY
Our blundering Tigers run into Fresno State's enormous bastian of football fame tomorrow afternoon.
And the outcome is hardly debatable.
Here's the way the two teams stack up against each other,
presented as briefly and scetchily as possible:

SPARK—BACK

+ Fresno State has won five games
—lost none. The Tigers have won
one game—lost three.

BIG SCORING
Fresno has scored 270 points to
their opponents' six. The Tigers
have scored thirty-six points to their
opponents' ninety-six.
Fresno's "Phantom Four" is rated
one of the finest backfields in the na
tion. The Tigers' backfield has re
ceived little publicity.
Fresno's line is the heaviest on
the coast. The Tigers' is generally

ROOTERS
Bulldog—Tiger grid fans must
wear white shirts if they wish to
sit in the rooting section on the
Pacific side of the stadium.
Plan is to form an enormous
block P—made from the orange
dinks of freshmen and the root
ers caps of upper classmen against
the white background of shirts.
Wear white—and yell!

NO BONFIRE —
There's no bonfire tonight—
since a very long time.
The bonfire, discarded because
of the dim-out regulations in ef
fect throughout coastal areas, is
the only trace of the war to
dampen homecoming plans thus
far.

Clarence Royce-New Alumni
President-Plans Celebration

. -Because there is no bonfire,
homecoming will not officially be
gin until tomorrow noon with the
reunion.

Clarence Royce, graduate of Pacific in 1928, is this year's
Quarterback Jackie Fel
Pacific Alumi Assdciation President. Mr. Royce, who is Principal
of Oakdale Union High School, a successful athletic coach, a for lows — ghostliest of the phan considered not worth the trouble to
average up.
mer Pacific basketball star, and a former member of Rhizomia, was tom four.
And there you have the team fact
elected to the post of the Alurjjni Association by unanimous choice
ors. Now to individuals.
*

DANCE! IN GYM
AFTER GAME
Big annual event coming up!
It's the Homecoming Dance
held in honor of Pacific Alumnae,
students, and faculty. Fresno stud
ents here to see Saturday after
noon's game are cordially invited
to attend, too!

GYM FESTIVAL
The dance will be held in the
Gym from nine until one. Bob
Smith's orchestra will provide the
"boogie".
Since Victory is the theme for
Homecoming this year, the deco
rations and bids will all have their
share of red, white, and blue, and
V's.
Patrons and Patronesses in
clude: Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Burns, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Garrigan, Mr. and Mrs. DeMarcus
Brown, and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Farey.

COMMITTEES
Social Chairman Leslie Knoles
and her committee, Peggy Hurt
and Barbara Sullivan, promise an

-fat the June meeting of the Association.

OTHER MEMBERS
Elected to serve with him on the
Alumni Council are the following
Alumni members: William E. Mor
ris, '32; Everett Stark, '29; Hender
son McGee, '27; Lloyd Truman, '28;
Lester Tiscornia, '32; Edward Koehler, '39; Frances Wright Sumner,
'22; Patricia Roberts, '38; Harold
Cunningham, '25; Howard Christman, '28; and Charles Segerstrom,
Jr., '32.
The Alumni Council, headed by Mr.
Royce, planned the program for this
year's Homecoming along simpler
lines than in previous years because
of the war and transportation prob
lems. The streamlined Homecoming
will include attendance at: fraternity
and sorority open-house; the play,
"The Heart of a City"; the FresnoPacific football game; and the Home
coming Dance, at which the perpetual
trophy will be awarded to the best
decorated house. , The only ommission in the annual homecoming pro
gram is the Homecoming Dinner;
Mr. Royce and Alumni Council mem
bers cancelled it because Alumni
members felt that because of the
transportation problem they could
not commit themselves to attend.

"Victory" Is Theme
Set For Houses

FELLOWS' LEGEND

Jackie Fellows, according to his
legend, will be the outstanding player
on the field. Weighing only a little
above 165 pounds, he is deer-fast and
elusive, has the best passing arm
In keeping with the present war on the coast, is cool under fire.
conditions, this year's theme for
By the law of averages he will achomecoming will be VICTORY.
(Continued on Page 12)
Competition will be held between the
living groups for the best decorated
house, just as has been done in prev
ious years. Leslie Knoles, vice-presi
dent of the student body, and Bob
Burns, registrar of the College of
Pacific, are in charge of the program
With the slight majority of five
of events.
votes, Frank Pierson was elected

PIERSON, TUMELTY
WIN RUN OFFS

COMMITTEE
Judging for the competition will be
done by a committee from the Jun
ior Chamber of Commerce. The
Perpetual cup offered by the P. S. Ac
and Pacific Alumni Association to
the winner of the contest, will be
awarded between halves at the Paci
fic-Fresno football game.
In compliance with the govern
ment's request to curtail budgets for
social affairs, it has been decided that
no house should spend more than fif
teen dollars on decorations.
DRESS-UPS

president of the sophomore class at
the run-off elections held in the hall
of the administration building last
Thursday. He defeated his only op
ponent, Ralph Netzar, after both elim
inated other opposition at the regular
elections held a week ago.

FROSH RUN
The freshman class also had to
hold a run-off election for the office
of class president. They elected Bob
Tumelty as their head. Tumelty re
ceived twelve more votes than the
other contestant Hershel Scott and
therefore won the title of "frosh
prexy".

All the houses are expected to be
All other officers for the sophomore
completely "dressed-up" by noon to and freshman classes were chosen at
Mr. Royce has urged all Alumni morrow. Individual group's ideas will the first polls. Juniors and seniors
he kent secret until tile actual nar- elected a full set of officers at that

URGINGS
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Alumni! What You Are Doing Can't Be Done
To be read beside a hearth-fire's coals by candlelight in thet
dark of the moon.
They'll be com-ing home tomorrow.
Some of them are tall and some are short, and some are
young and others not so young. Some are prosperous and some
are not and some will laugh and some will not laugh very much.
And there will be an enormity of differences among them.
But there will be some things about them that are the same
— physically and mentally identical — a rigid solder making each
of them fundamentally inseparable from the other.
There is the fact of the war.
And there is the fact that they are older since the last time
they were here.
And these are the things that make of the whole idea a lie
and a falsehood.
Because a homecoming is only a narcotic for the memory —
a cheap stimulant that gives no real sensation and leaves no endur
ing satisfaction.
Because a homecoming is impossible — nothing but a gesture
3 mandestat'on
man's inability to understanc
himsdf>air 3

By JACKIE JUDGE
TEA FOR TWO HUNDR

Way back in the Eighteenti
tury our ancestors impresS(
world with their dislike for a
hot, amber-colored fluid by dt

it and its patrons into the brim
But with the decline and deJ
modern American civilizatioi
barbarous custom Early Ame
did their best to end, has com,
into existence. The peddlers ,
fiendish habit of drinking tea
moved from their barnaclehulks to sorority houses. In
dens of iniquity teas are held al
ing the year, the most imports
which is the Presentation Tea,
the dupes who have been led t,
out cold cash for the privilej
being persecuted by a select j
of their contemporaries are i
duced to the onlooking student
Some funny things and people
pen by. Hold on to your hats ',
here we go.

Sam will be coming home tomorrow.
Like this : Same old place. Seems smaller. Couple more trees
over there. This is it, though.
There's somebody over there that looks familiar. I know him.
I know him Jim—-Jim—Jim. He's got gray hair. Gray hair? Why
he s old We used to play touch football. Can't any more. Saylm old too. Wonder what he's doing now. Don't care But
could ask him.
Then he could ask me. That way we could talk. Otherwise
we can t.

Isn't This Sadness ?
Us

Great God, otherwise we can't talk. Jim and me can't talk.
we used to play touch football and now we can't talk
Who s that with him? His old lady? Yeah—must be. Don't

oldJal jTm

THE DOOR OPENER

Jim' BUt thatS ^ aU ri9ht But that'S my

We can't talk otherwise. Can't.
This tree. All Carved up. T. B. plus E. L. Leets' see—Tee Bee
1 know. Tom.
Dead.
Just like that—dead. One word.
Dead — that simple. Here I am, right here. And no Totn. It's
tunny
didn t realise it 'till now. Never believed it until now
isn t right that way. A nd I can't talk to Jim otherwise
n„„ZrdZ Whf!hf rjU ?ee stands for? Eleanor something.
JJoesn t matter. God. Is this homecoming?
Where are we all going? Where are we now?
rat F d l
b,Unch °f days with pink cheeks that swear
all the time and I don t know them. How are you — they say
I used to live here.
Fine.
Is it?
Best frat in the world.
I thought so too.
By LUCY HARDING
Well make yourself at home. Home? Home?
Maybe you've been wondering, as we have, what WAAC
Sure. Thanks a lot. Thanks a lot ah —- brother.
Are you kidding? Make yourself at home. Home? Did he and WAVES really stand for—how come—and why anyway?
say home?
Seems that feminine conversation floating around social
B
ltS e Same d lac
old coot. This is it. Football
nnm
functions these days no longer concerns itself with movies
n
g
ance
toni
ht
Whn
u °f '
- ?a
9 • Not for you though.
satorial elegance nor coiffures (unless they be Victory bogs!)'
Who would you dance with? Who with — myboy? The dean?
Can t talk otherwise — seems smaller except for the trees'— Rather, the ladies' talk has taken on
a surprising and almost frightening
ktnZlf^
-ii j . home? ~dead> one word; that simple —don't
know her — killed m action in the Solomons, who? him? not him? militant aspect.
best frat in the world —guess it wouldn't be right to get potted IN THE MIDST
bam will be coming home tomorrow. Home ? Liar ?
No more sitting around and glow
Students at Yale are quite pro
Sam will be coming home tomorrow with the others.
ering over "Too little and too late!"

Here's the Lowdown on
The Female In War

nil Z J ' i r °J' ?

The door opener greets you
what looks like a happy and p
expression. In reality it's the
dard Frozen Smile and she's
in vain to remember your nam
if she remembers it her woi
whether or not you can see th:
her formal. If that isn't it,
just discovere dthat the door
is loose and will probably fal
the next time she grabs for it.
greets you effusively, complii
you on your beautiful green
which is really blue—she's too
foosed to be rational.

THE MOUSE MOTHER
You eventually get by the •
opener and start down the i
ending line of more strange ]
than you've ever seen at one
in your life. At the head oi
line is the most charming of al
pie, the House Mother. She a
remembers names, instinctive^
knows the right thing to say,
she skips*1 making a comment
what time you brought one o
girls home the other night. I
once in awhile you get caught b;
of them because you've been toi
lite to her on occasion. She I
up twenty-four people greeting
and your frat brothers stand
found chemists, so recently when an across the room giving you a
—nor cheering over a bombed Tokio. accident happened in the laboratory timfe.
No, the girls are too busy getting during the preparation of sulfuric
THE PLEDGE
But Evan Evans will not be here. Killed in action But Miller right in the midst of things them acid by using sulfur tri-oxide and
Above all, pity the poor plec
selves.
water; the next day the class found a time like this. She's just
And that's where these inter
posted on the wall:
through the most trying period i
What of those that do come home ?
esting organizations with the
Johnnie was a chemist's son,
life. For the first time "She's lea
- Are the>' n.ot men rushing obscenely into the placid valleys wierd names come in. The
But now he is no more,
to sleep on the floor, sit oil the
of ftw
memories — crushing the fragile flowers of their minds WAACS, meaning the Women's
For what he thought was H20 was and eat on the floor. In fat
with soiled and frightened feet —shattering the sacred stillness Army Auxiliary Corps, and the H2S04.
floor is making quite a litera
of their inner selves with the harsh falseness of their voices ?
WAVES, meaning Women Ap
They say it worked.
pression on her. So here she s
Is this not a condition full of terror?
pointed for Voluntary Emer
getting dirty looks every tim£
F°^ yeS,terday 1S ,a wind that stirs a mist of madness in the
gency Service (better simpliL- A- Collegian had a swell
soul and makes a mockery of life.
shoulders
sag, praying no one
ed still, as the Women's Re
story this week on a 20-year-old notice she is standing in her st®
After all of it, you can't go home again,
serve of the U. S. Naval Re
Chinese Airline Stewardess, a for feet, and saying, "How do y01
and fullness. And tears.
serve) are playing tremendous
mer student of theirs, who has won Miss Hitzenstinker?" to so®
After all of it, you can's go home again.
parts in the modern American
great praise from the "Flying Tig she's known all her life. Then
woman's world.
ers" for her heroic action in the horrible moment of forgetf®
PERFORMANCES
all-out war!
when she slips and calls her lab 1
Women in the service of the
ner, "Stinky."
The most embarrassing moment in
WAACS and WAVES "will perform
clerical tasks and a great variety of the college life of one FSC co-ed THE GUEST
The stiff-collared and presse
other work previously performed by happened recently when the girl
men in the armed forces who will went scouting for a prof's office in ject being so unaccustomedly
thus be released for field or sea duty." one of the main halls. As she went to the world in general and th'
This is no loosely organized set-up down the dark hall, she looked hur pressees in particular is the f
JACK TOOMAY
PHYLLIS DODGE in either the Navy or the Army. The riedly at the number over the door- When he enters the door he 8
Editor
Manager
plans for WAAC and WAVES duties no, it must be the next one. She lost butterfly feeling in the P
Phone 9-9121
Phone 2-9218
have been carefully constructed and stood at the next door, knocking for his stomach. He doesn't min<® J
executed.
about ten seconds. Had someone said h i s name i s m i s p r o n o u n c e d
StudLfit^-T17 F^iday durinS the College year by the Pacific
Come in?" She opened the door ways, but when he finally tea"2'
WONDERFULNESS
cautiously—tile floors and—in a mo has ended as "Joe Jerk" his e=
Sure, it's a wonderful idea! But
ment of awful realization she tiyned a little punctured. He final'!
dont dash off with stars and stripes
provided fo, in Section
quickly and shirted down the hall past the females and is
^
in your eyes until you hear the rest
murmuring, "Thank .heavens and all' vain attempt to cross No Man5,^
about the requirements for enlist
the stars no one was here to wit to his fellow sufferers. He 15
FRANCES BOCEK
ment. They won't take just anybody!
Ar
ness my terrible mistake!"
cepted by a little cutey his
ROBERT CONAWAY
-—-News Editor
Ex.. For the WAAC—enlistment
5
jealous of anyway, who drag
TACK HANNER
Editorial Advisor requirements demand applicants be
• • • and-U. C. L. A. is having I over in a secluded little corner1
Sports Editor tween their twenty-first and forts"SCOTT BEATTIR
..Society Editor fifth birthdays. Physical examination rallies and electing officers; Walla his gal friend's best friend
Walla is
Q
A.
finer
Ag
cfarfc tn

WAACS, WAVES, WAAMS
Are Full of Women With Wills

fu- Z

°J P i~yoa

V

Collegiana

'Quo Vadis — '

sEi&'S?•££& SoW"s-But Fra"ds

^ ol

---

QUESTION-WHO Heart of a City WOMEN—IN
GETS THE KEG? Hits the Boards
THE WAR
Since Saturday marks the re
assuming of athletic hostilities be
tween Fresno State College and
the College of Pacific, the tradi
tion of passing a trophy to the
winning side, will be continued
hy Rho Lambda Phi of Pacific,
and Sigma Tau of Fresno.

NAMES

The trophy, a keg, painted in
the colors of both schools, and
bearing names of the respective
houses, is at present in the cus
tody of Sigma Tau. By virtue of
an upset victory, the men of Rho
Lambda Phi could put a new ad
dition to their trophy case on dis
play Saturday night.
The tradition, an infant one, to
be sure, is seemingly here to stay.
It was only last year that the plan
was inaugurated, and was immed
iately met with success.

MEMBERS
Sigma Tau will be represented by
at least fifteen
of its members
this week-end. Lonesome beauties
please note and act according
ly. These trustworthy men may
be contacted by phoning Rhizomia.

OFF.. MIKE
By DORIS WUDELL

Beside the Bookshelf
Monday
3:45-4:00.
Pacific Previews — Tuesday 3 :454:00.
Round About — Tuesday 9:50-

(Continued from Page 1)
love of two men, only one of which
is accepted, the love of Paul a flier
for the RAF. Jack Hughes,'a new
comer from Long Beach plays oppo
site Betty as the young flier.
A
new face around the theatre is that
of Jay Deck—who like Jack—also
hails from Long Beach. Jay por
trays the role of Tommy, the song
writer for the show. It's a fine part
and Jay is doing well with it.
Barbara Baxley is Judy, a typical
English showgirl with a sophisticated
manner but the possessor of a heart
of gold.

SHOW GIRLS
Lucy Harding displays in rehears
als her fine acting ability in the part
of Toni, another showgirl.
Special mention should be made of
Lelia Rugerie, the Italian woman who
swears that ^he has a baby named
Edda; she is Free rFench. Lelia's
part is small, but one to be remem
bered because of its fine dramatic
possibilities.
Eleanor Sizelove, comes from
Long Beach, too. We can expect a
lot from Eleanor. She has a lovely
voice for the stage and a great deal
of stage presence. Watch for her
in the part of Valerie.
OTHERS
Others in the play include: Barbara
Bristol, Ardys Sibole,Marty Battilana,
Edna Mae Prising, Doris Wudell, Bill
Gilmore, Frances Crozier and Sally
Rinehart.
Remember, season tickets for all
PSA card holders are a dollar sixtyfive ; four top rate admissions for
only that small price.
RUNNING-TIMES
"Heart of a City" will run this
week-end, October 30, 31, and next
week-end November 6 and 7. Don't
miss it!

10:00.
Pacific Musicale — Wed. 9:009:30.
Mr. Mergenthwirker's LobbliesThursday 9:30-10:00.
Radio stage will present a "dilly'
of a show this coming Wednesday at
5:00 P. M. The title of this extrava
being "The League of An!
ma's." It is a subtle satirical comedy
which takes a jab at the so-called
higher mammals, namely man.
There is a rumor going around,
that the show has been type-cast.
Here is a sample of the roles the cast
|s Playing. I'll let you use your own
judgment.
Rill Gilmore will play the only
straight part in the show, that of the
eommentator; Dick Barkle plays the
fart of the pig; Jay (jitterbug ala
°n Beach) Deck plays the part of
1 e Zilly Ass; Ellis Lind will be the
t°litically-minded Lion; and Jack
°°may plays the part of the Wolf.
Of course there is a big cast of others
"ut this is just a sample.
Mr.

Mergenthwirker's Lobblies
on the air for the first broads' this week.
Mr. "M" is having
jj a*ful time; he has lost Japeth.
fou find him anywhere please retarnhi
to A1 Larner, alias Mr. "M".
on' forget 9:30 Thursday night.
?0cs

, atsZ Curtis and Ardys Sibole have
jounced the beginning of their

J[r

SH°W.

Children's Story Hour.

tin • ^acon will provide incidental
^ °n the electric organ. This
j.
will be broadcast from the
• W next Thursday 5:15-5:30 . I
"ope
y°u kiddies will listen in.
UrtV *0rget to l^ar the new Peggy
°°t Rogers show "Round
With tid-bits about the stud'RHe time and date are listed
v
JackS(
tiay a"3°n ("Here I am girls") Tootr |ja
A1 (Mergenthwirker) Larn"ieuVe keen pondering deeply for
lavish ^Ve weeks on the stupendous,
'•> r . ^dio show they are going
,? °duce.
about it boys, how about let-

Von.

OPEN LETTER
BY TOM BOWE
Fellow Students:
There are three things I
want to tell you.
They are important because
they are about you.
Theyare about your part in
the student government of this
college—the activities of this
college—and your right to
know what's going on behind
the scenes.
Now—in the first place.
Yesterday in assembly you
received activity blanks to fill
out. If you were not at as
sembly, go to the dean's office
and get one. Believe me,
everything you put on those
blanks will be read carefully
and carefully considered.
. Because your student body
needs your talent.
The second thing is this
In the main hall of the Ad
ministration building we're
putting a "Beef Box"—a place
where you can put your writ
ten complaints about your
student government. They
don't have'to be signed, or
typewritten. Scribble them
down. Believe me, we'll read
them.
It's because you have some
thing to say about your stud
ent government.
In the third place.
We want you to see your
government in action hear
what they bicker over—under
stand what problems they
f3.CC.

Youare welcome to attend
the weekly meetings of the
Executive Committee at nine
o'clock on Wednesday night.
Just those three things.
They're all important to you
—because they are you.
And you can make them
work.
Sincerely yours,
TOM BOWE.

The Female Does Tier
Part For Victory

About Goblins and Ghosts,
Hallowe'en and the War
Many Colleges Anticipate Scrap
Drives For Skeleton Festivals

(Continued from Page 2)
sical defects. Minimum height is 5
Who ever saw a pumpkin with a steel helmet ?
ft., weight 105 (oh-oh—black coffee
Who ever saw a witch riding a sub-machine gun ?
and orange juice again!) There is
Neither have We —
no specific requirement of formal ed
But tomorrow night is to be a Hallowe'en with a slight gunucation. The girl must be a U. S. metal tinge in it and no overturned garbage cans. All ghosties
citizen and can be either married or
will have slant eyes; all skeletons will
unmarried.
be equipped with the latest in crew
ABOUT PAY
haircuts:
We don't think you're mercenary,
DELIVERY
but you're probably curious about the
And America will have the Jeeps
pay. During the first four months,
instead of the Creeps.
$21 a month is received—thereafter
Colleges all, over America have
$30. Pay for the three grades of aux
made plans to turn the energy it
iliary leaders (corresponding to non
takes to hurl an overripe egg through
commissioned officers) ranges from
a chapel window into something crea
$54 to $72 a month.
tive—like getting together enough
The places of service are with units
razor blades to make a bayonet—or
By
MR.
WINDMILLER
of the Army in the United States or
providing enough keys to open up
Several late starting courses are a big gap in Rommel's line.
abroad.
But, the "toughies" are the
scheduled to begin next week. These
University of Idaho has the
WAVES—particularly their re
whole student body organized
have been designed for those stu
quirements for officer candi
into one enormous marauding
dents who have found it necessary to
dates !
band of metal hungry guerillas.
make
adjustments
in
their
programs,
TOUGHIES?
They plan to scour seven towns
Applicants must be between their or for those students who were not
near their campus taking time
twentieth and thirtieth birthdays. able to enroll in college until a late
out every so often to dance in
They must undergo physical examina date.
one of the several already con
tion and have no major physical de
fiscated nightclubs.
The offerings and brief descrip
fects. Minimum height is 60 in
SCAVENGERS
tions are as follows:
ches. Minimum weight is 95 pounds,
Walla Walla College plans a sca
(give up?) An intelligence test must English 52—Reading
venger hunt with everything on the
be passed. Their education must
One unit, Tues., Thurs., 3:20, Room list metal. Some of the required
consist of a Baccalaureate degree
301, Mr. Spaulding. This course is items read like this: Bring in twelve
from a recognized college, or two
for those whose reading ability is castors (excluding oil). Get three
years of college credits toward a de
garbage cans (excluding garbage).
not
up to standard. Techniques and
gree plus two years of business or
Get one police badge (excluding the
professional experience. (Applicants practices will be employed to assist cop).
for enlistment only must have four the student in developing speed and
In Detroit arrangements have been
years of high school or business comprehension in reading. The im made to have a student body dance
school plus practical experience equiv portance of this course cannot be too with the admission charge being not
alent to high school education.)
strongly emphasized, since success in less than 140 pounds of company. If

MORE INFO.
The applicant must be a U. S. citi
zen, married or unmarried with no
children, if an officer,—otherwise only
children over 18. Wives of men in
any branch of the armed services are
not eligible.
The training consists of one month
in the grade of apprentice seaman
and three months in the rank of mid
shipman.
SAME WAGES
The pay is the same as that of
men in equal ratings or ranks: As
apprentice seaman $50 a month; as
midshipman, $65 a month; as Ensign,
base pay of $150 a month.
Places of service are only in shore
establishments within
continental
United States.
Well—are those stars and stripes
quavering or patriotically fluttering?
WHAT?
Hmm-mm! If anyone's interested,
there's a new auxiliary corps being
organized in the Marines' branch of
the service called the WAAMS!

OF OTHER
THINGS
(Continued from Page 1)
ingrad, while Mother Moscow asks,
not begs, for an Allied counter-at
tack. "Why not take advantage of
weakened German defenses in the
West and at the same time relieve
some of the pressure in the Soviet?"
In the desert the British, revitaliz
ed by American men and machines,
gain control of the air; then push
a spear-head Into Rommel's cramped
lines. Here, it appears is the start
of a second front.
In a purely U. S. show, the Japs
announce they have several Tokyo
bombers, and start a big push on
Guadalcanal and Henderson Field.
This fighting
may determine the
naval superiority of the Pacific, will
certainly give the Army's land-based
bombing planes a chance to strut
their stuff.

New Courses
Announced
By Office

all other courses depends on one's your girl weighs less you have to *
ability to read.
make up the difference in some sort
of metal. If your girl weighs more
English 54—Spelling
than
140 pounds—you've got some
One unit, hours to be arranged.
This is a course in Remedial Spell thing anyway.
ing whose purpose is to bring stu BY HECK
Half of the student population of
dents up to commonly accepted stand
Duke
University will spend Hallow
ards in the spelling of words.
e'en night picking cotton by search
English 6—Literature of
lights, drinking cider beside a fire
Democracy
by gulps, and helping win the war
As its name implies, this course
by golly.
seeks to familiarize the student with
Even the Japanese in Owens
the distinctive characteristics and
Valley have planned a scrap
ideals of American Democracy thru
drive of their own beginning
a study and interpretation of selec
this week-end.
ted American literature. Two units,
College of Pacific has planned
Tues., Thurs., 9:50 and one hour to be
nothing constructive in regard
arranged, Trueblood, 204.
to this coming week-end. But
Social Science 7—The American
Fresno State has planned plenty
Idea
of destruction on the gridiron.
Two units, Mon., Wed., Friday, AFTER GAME
2:25, Mr. Hopkins, 209. The purpose
And lo and behold, we may have
of this course is to present in a pop a little scrap to contribute after the
ular way the uniquely American idea game, i. e., the metal on a Bulldog's
and give attention to our contribu collar—maybe a little valuable scruff
tion to modern culture. It is intend hair—and here and there a tooth or
ed to answer the fluestion "What is two.
there in our heritage that is worth OVERRIPE GHOSTIES
fighting for?"
So—in case a ghostie goes clank
Political Science 2a—
ing by in the middle of the night
festooned with all sorts of metal.
Current Affairs Forum
One unit, Mon., 7:15-9:00, Dr. Eis- Breathe a soft and gentle sigh and
elen, 204. "History in the making" remember that all sorts of people:
would be a suitable title for this Big Men—Small Men—Jolly Men'—
course. It will present a critical Saps—are throwing Hallowe'en eggs
analysis and discussion of current lo at the Solomon Japs.
cal, national and international issues.
Those interested in the progress of
the war, its reasons and possible out
come, should find this interesting.
Psychology 2a—Personal
Adjustment
Two units, Mon., Wed., Fri., 12:35
—Mr. Eckert, 212. Emphasis in this
course is upon helping students un
derstand human drives and motives,
particularly those which lead toward
mental health and purpose and suc
cessful living.

While the classes in Radio Code,
Practical Drafting and Basic Radio
have been in progress since the be
ginning of the semester, entrance may
be obtained to any of these at any
THEY SAY IF YOU want a time on the basis of the individual
thing done the right way, you've problems in which students are in
terested, and the amount of time and
got to do it yourself.
America is keeping busy these days credit for which they contract, in
struction begins on an individual ba
—doing plenty of things.

TAKE IT
EASY
(Continued from Page 2)
hours, he looks down in horror to
his feet. He's wearing two colors of
socks I Is it his fault he's color
blind?
THE GUY WHO STAYS AWAY
The only happy person of the whole
day is the guy who read his history
book and knew enough to stay away
from tea parties. He probably went
to the Fresno State game and is hav
ing nightmares thinking of home
coming week end. Or maybe he stay
ed at hQme to read a good book. Or
was unpatriotic enough to take a
last long ride in the mountains. O,
well, he'll probably have to pay a
fine for not going anyway. And to
misquote David Ormsbee, "It would
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The Tige
Rag
Our Dismal
W a r Effort
Dear Editor:
A recent editorial in the Daily
Californian—which told of the mis
erable failure we students all over
the state had made of our war ef
fort—has received no editorial com
ment in the Pacific Weekly.
Why hasn't it ?
Everybody knows that for several
days we did finely with our helping
in canneries. It was some lark to
get tomatoes all over us.
But then we just quit and when
we quit, the canneries stopped run
ning their special buses.
And when the special buses quit,
the tomato crop started to rot and
for all I know it's still rotting.
But forget it.
What the heck, it's just human be
ings that'll starve and go into pov
erty on account of you.
Margaret Leroy.

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI
American and Channel

Letters to
the Editor

Dunder Headed
Sophomores
Dear Editor:
We think the sophomore class is
a bunch of dunderheads. They go
around screaming about their great
ness as individuals, but they never
seem to worry about what goes on
among the Freshmen. They never
seem to try to uphold tradition.
Take us, for instance.
We're five freshmen. We wear
either cords or jeans to school every
day. We flaunt our illegal apparel
in front of the sophomores. But
they don't do anything.
They haven't got what it takes.
Seven Freshmen.

Studio Gives
New Show
Mr. Mergenthwirker's
Lobblies Is Title
Mr. Mergenthwirker takes the air
An announcement has come from
the Campus Studio t othe effect that

ALPHA THETE
HAS TEA
FOR PLEDGES
A

distinctive

white

background

There is now a total of
students taking fhe Civilly

made a lovely setting for the new Training course at Carson City
Alpha Thete pledges who were in vada. Twenty-five of these stud
troduced at Alpha Thete's pledge are from Stockton. Some f
tea last Sunday.
COLOR SCHEME
White chrysanthemums, asters, and

loquof leaves were all in tune with
Thursday, October S, at 9:30 p.
the color scheme; many snowy white
will usher on the air over KWG the
candles threw out their luminous light
big new serial you have all been
making a picture setting for the six
waiting for, Mr. Mergenthwirker
pledges who were all dressed in white
Lobblies.
except for a corsage of gardenias and
LITTLE MEN
pink bouvardia.
Mr. Mergenthwirker's Lobblies are
Serving tea and coffee to the many
two little men called Japheth and
students and faculty present were
Henry, who are invisible to all but
Mr. "M", and who proceed to get Miss Lorraine Knoles and Mrs. John
their master into one adventure af Crabbe.
ter another.
WELCOME
This is a rip-roaring comedy with
Miss Kewpie McKenzie welcomed
an excellent cast. The show will pro
the guests and introduced them to
vide you with 30 minutes of excel
lent entertainment and leave you housemother, Mrs. Turner, who pre
Dear Editor of Pacific Weekly:
sented them to vice-president, Miss
I am writing this letter in the hope anxiously awaiting each week's in
stallment. The show will run 13 Leslie Knoles, acting in the absence
that it will do some of the boys on
consecutive weeks.
of president, Miss Alice Boyer, who
the campus a little good. I have lived
then
proudly introduced all guests
on the campus—not telling which CAST NOW
to
the
new Alpha Thete pledges, the
house—for a year now, and in all
The cast for this week includes:
that time I have never gone out with A1 Lamer as the slightly "wacky' Misses Betty Lou Crow, Ruth Ellen
Eleanor
Maggs,
Billie
a boy whom I could honestly call Mr. Mergenthwirker; Japheth and Tutton,
well-mannered. These so-called males Henry will be played by themselves; Thompson, and Jean McCloud.
Those of the various committees
have done everything from eating sal Church Broadhurst plays the part
ad with a spoon to swearing in front of a hard-boiled city editor, and were: Decorations, Betty Carter, chr.,
of my girl-friends. Another favorite Jack Onyett plays his dumb but lov Marge Patmon, Mary Gwynn, and
mis-step that always haunts me is able stooge, who is constantly get Dolores Perry; Food, Betty Cattori,
the boy walking'on the inside of me. ting his boss into a lot of trouble. chr., Barbara McKenzie, E. J. Har
Just watch some day around the cam Other members of the cast are, Jack rington and Mary Lue Nunan; Kit
pus and see how often this happens. Hanner, Jack Toomay, Ellis Lind, chen, Phyllis Hamaker, chr., Mariet
ta Curtin, Vanadeane Caroll and Vera
Miss J. I.
and Ken Graue.
Broder; Corsages, Barbara Sutlif.

Girls Protests
Manners

Nathaniel Blaisdsll, graduated from
Brown university in 1883, recently
wis elected president of the Brown
Club of Alta, California, for the
forty-fourth year in succession.

Football
Favorites

JAYSEE STILL HAS
COURSE IN NEVADf

C. O. P. students are Lester Wa!
James Ward Hugh Scrutton,
Henry Schtffman. Mr Smm
Mr. Schiffman are both C o
graduates. Before signing
«* C P. T Mr. jffiy;
teacher at the August school.
RECREATION
The fellows have had busy
at Carson City and so far have
had much time for recreation Tl
are classes of regular studies
flying from 6 a. m. to 10 p. m
days a week.
Citizens of Carson City have fo
ed an organization which orga
es and prepares Saturday and S
day evening programs for the b
The series of programs started
Saturday night with a dance.
If you want a job —

HUMPHREY 'S
(Since 1896)

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
California at Weber—Stockti
• We Train You—Place You

Stockton's most up-to-date
DRY CLEANING PLANT

Du Bois
Dry Cleaners
Harding and El Dorado
Telephone 5-5383

u. :

S U I ;T S

Smartly tailored fitted jacket—
kick pleat in front and back
of skirt. Plaids and plain col
ors. Sizes 12 to 18.

A LOVELY BEGINNING
Your wedding marks the beginning of life s
most glorious adventure. The ring symboliz
ing this grand occasion must be a splendid
one ... a reminder of your romance.

WALLABY
C O A T S

Glick's entire collection . . . thousands of
rings . . . are distinguished for beauty, I°t
for originality, for modern design. An
Glick's rings are modestly priced.

Solitaire or Set $40 to $500

Smart for sport or formal wear
—White, red, white with red
trim, white with green trim.
Sizes 10 to 16.

FEDERAL TAX INCLUDED.
USE GLICK'S DIGNIFIED CREDIT PLAN

J. GLICK & SONS

Stockton Dry Goods Co.
MAIN AND AMERICAN

mr^

JEWELERS SINCE 1876
326 East Main Street, Stockton Californ'a

"Truth In Jewelry"
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There's No More Tomatoes!
Students Breathe Sigh

tfany College Men
In Organization
.GEKALDINE MCGALL
\t opening last Monday of the
.te£nth season of the Stockton SymOrchestra was a grand success.

jTtbManilo Silva, conductor, Horj grown, concertmaster, and
S,1 Einert Brown, cello soloist.,
The program opened with the ot
hestra playing "The Death of Asa
Aandante dolorosa) from Greig'
'peer Gynt", in memory of Mr;
rving Martin, Sr., for many years
,ad been a sponsor of the orchestra,
(ho passed away last week.
is number was followed by the
..Vosl playing
nlaviner of the "S
tional
"Stargled Banner".
e program otherwise was as fol

Dwindling of College Interest
Stops Special Cannery Buses
By FRANCES BOCEK
f°r the
"acthe and Stockton Junior College!

Alix Einert Brown, soloist
Spieleri
Stix
Suite from the Ballet
"The Swan Lake" .... Tschaikowsky
No. 1—Scene
No. 2—Dance of the Swans
No. 3—Scene
No. 4—Hungarian Dance
No. 5—Scene
No. 6—Valse.
COLLEGE PLAYERS
Students and faculty members
Maying in the orchestra are:' First
violins, Horace I. Brown, Claire Wi^i'ins, and Clifford Brau; second vioto, Phyllis Magnuson; violas, Doris
Qsner; cellos, Alix Brown, Jack
i-igthart; brasses, Robert B. Gordon,
hne Gordon, Jane Scott, and Don
latto; flutes, Winnie Honnold; clari!tts. Marion Daane; horns, George
Toaj: tympany, Russell Bodley; per
mission, Reed Jacobs and Loid Reed.
Alumnae playing are as follows:
• onnan Lamb, Alice Martin, Virginia
j1 °rt, Doris Eisner, Irva Rageth, Ma™ Langstroth, Phil Hood, Frank
eM*r and Laurence Littleton.
(Continued on Page .8)

College of

tomatoes are canned.
^ that a11
It is
merely significant of the fact that there are not enough tomatoes
the conveying belts and student interest has dwindled to such

merJhiS

an inhnitely small amount that the'
Flotill Canning Company does not
feel it warrants running a special bus
to the campus to pick up workers any
longer.

NIGHT SHIFT

This past week has shown the spe
cial night shift, arranged so that the
students could aid in the canning of
tomatoes, is almost non-existant; the
lows
number of loyal supporters of the
Overture to the Opera
The Italian in Algiers—Rossini great home-battle" has decreased
volumnously. Though the cannery
Symphony No. S in B Flat Major...
- Schubert will not furnish the transportation
any longer, the plant will still ope
Allegro
rate, and students interested in keep
Aandante con moto
ing up their work may take the 6:15
Menuetto . . . Allegro Moto
bus at their own expense.
Allegro Vivace
The plant officials figured the
U
Medieval Serenade
Zandonai number of girls working one

(For cello and string orchestra)

Students of the

night reached its highest point
at the count of two hundred and
fifteen; there were also seventyfive boys working the same eve
ning.
OTHER TYPES
Though the Flothill cannery work
is concluded, many students are do
ing other types of. work that are also
connected with the war emergency.
Many boys are in the Anderson's
Walnut orchard, picking and knock
ing down nuts. Others are still can
ning at the Mor-Pak, Wilson, and
Stockton Food Products canneries.
The shortage of personnel at the

United States Reconsignment and
Holding Depot at Lathrop and the
Stockton Quarter Master Motor Base
has been lessened through the parttime employment of many students.
The boys working at these places
are needed for unloading and load
ing army equipment. They work the
minimum of twenty hours per week;
four four-hour shifts, Monday on
through Friday.

MEN WORKERS
Many men are still employed at
the Continental Can Company; at the
Stockton Box Factory, which is en
gaged in the manufacture of lockers
for the Army and Navy, and crates
for the fruit and vegetable produce;
some are working at the shipyards;
Woods, Pollock and Colberg.

According to Robert Fenix,
occupational counsel for the
schools, many students are tak
ing over full-time jobs from
people being called into the
governmental forces. These jobs
previously handled by adults,
are now being kept going by
students.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

American Democracy
Literature Is
New Morning Class

Literature of American Democracy
classes given by Professor Paul
By GERALDINE McGALL
Trueblood, will start Tuesday, No
Mr. Oliver is going to sing with the vember 3, at 9:50. The course will
Conservatory Orchestra this month. meet three times a week; Tuesday
and Thursday at 9:50, and the third
Dr. Knoles recently asked Mr. Gor hours will be added.
don for a definition of jazz music.
Mr. Gordon said that really couldn't STATEMENT
give a good definition of the subject—
Professor Trueblood states that,
Dr. Knoles, being one-up on him, "This course is designed to familiar
said that he could, "You just take
ize the student with those aspects of
a classical composition and DEcomAmerican literature which most
pose it"!!!
clearly present the distinctive char
Mr. Welton will carry the tenor acteristics and ideals of American
part in the "Messiah" this year, and democracy. Through lecture, group
Earl Oliver will sing the bass. So discussion and the presentation of
prano anl alto parts are yet to be vivid and pertinent selections from
the rich heritage of American litera
chosen.
ture of all types, the student is ac
"The Place of Music in a War-Torn quainted with the origin, growth,
World" will be Professor Bacon's and present status of the "American
subject when he speaks before the Dream."
Hanford Women's Club next Wed NEW COURSE
nesday.
Students wishing to take this
course may still sign up with Profes
Next Tuesday the A Cappella choir sor Trueblood. This is a new course,
will sing the "Apostles Creed", the
being offered only the second time
music of which was written by George
on the Pacific campus; it is timely
Brandon.
and deals with the interpretation of
Besides being organist and chair Democracy from the standpoint of
director at the Clay Street Methodist literature.
Church, Brandon composed several
numbers in high-school, and now he
is also devoting time to it during his
Get your haircut at Bob's
college days.
BOB BARBER SHOP
His music has been recognized as
that of a clear-thinking musician, and
2008 Pacific Avenue
we look forward to more composi
tions by him.

Phone

6-6324
ORSTS
1810 FWUU AT*.

Pastry and Delicatessen

Always Delicious—Always
Ready—Orsi's Ready-Cooked
Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
FRESNO i PACIFIC
ROOTERS!
Meet in Peace at the Delta after
the game and the dance.

Try The October Special
Egg Nogg Ice Cream
SMITH
&LANo.
32A«/u.5-58 5lJI*.*

Three hits to raise the batting average of the most
striking miss! You will find these date dresses in
our store—just as you saw them illustrated in the
current issue of Mademoiselle.
Styled to fit
junior figures—9 to 17 and priced to fit your
figure, too!
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Last Recital ERIKA MANN IS
Set for Tues NEXT LECTURER
Faculty Presents Long
Program As Finale

I
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Erika Mann, daughter of Thomas
Mann, whose lecture was so well re
ceived here last year, will speajr here
next Wednesday night at 8:30. Her
topic will be "Will There Be A
Revolution in Germany?" There are
few people as well qualified as she
to speak about this. Since she spent
her youth in Germany, she saw the
growth of Hitlerism and its effects
when her father was exiled from
Germany with his family.

Burlingame Leaves
or Armed Forces

IRC CONVENTION
RATED SUCCESS

$12.95 $14.95 $16.95
Bring Crowds
to the

: I

CALIFORNIA

P. M. SPARKLERS
In Dresses at

Hi!

Lead Sunday Vespers

Juvenile Crime to be
Joseph Neronde, former Music ma
jor at Pacific, is now stationed at
The Right Reverend James M.
Aired by Speakers
The third and last faculty recital
McClelland Field, California. Joe is Malloch, dean of the St. James Cawill be given on Tuesday night.
The Town Meeting pn
in the 1031st Guard Squadron.
thedral in Fresno, will speak at the
conduct a panel on "The v"""
Faculty members participating will
Sunday evening Vesper Service in the
be: Miriam H. Burton, pianist;
"Tony" Reid, former Pacific Dra Morris Chapel. Rev. Malloch, a mem uation in Stockton" this nd(
4 o'clock in the Pi,grim Ha| j>
Henry Welton, tenor; Allan Bacon,
matics major, received a promotion ber of the class of 1915 at Pacific,
Congregational church. JuiI' °
organist; Wilhelmina K. Harbert will
to instrument corporal in Company will speak on "What we should know
be, Mr. Welton's accompanist.
ion
G. Woodward will Oo;
D, of the 321st Infantry, Camp about people," a subject dealing with
ate
The program is as follows:
Rucker, Alabama. "Tony" was well human understanding. The Vesper Chairman of the panel boarJ
1
known on campus for his participation Service will start at 7:00.
CHILD CRIME
She, alone, has been in Germany in
Two Preludes
J. S. Bach
Little Theatre plays and in Radio
Rev.
Malloch,
an
outstanding
theo
Panel members who will brini
since that time, for she disguised
Andantino.
Studio productions.
logian of the Pacific coast, has spok problem of juvenile delinquent
herself as a peasant and returned to
Allegro.
en many times on the radio and has for discussion are the followingEtude Opus 25, No. 7
Chopin their old home to rescue the manu
Raymond Ray and Herbert Cat- been affiliated with the Oakland pub
John Plover, State
Fantasie Impromptu
Chopin script of her father's "Joseph" books.
terall, former J. C. students gradu lic school system. He has also acted
Probation; Dr. Norman Fent
Miss Burton
Since that time she has devoted all ated September 29, at the Air Corps
as personnel director for several Stanford University Psycholog
II
her energies and talents to the de advanced flying school, Luke Field
business concerns.
Vaghissima Sembianza
Donaudy struction of Hitlerism. Because she
partmenl; Dean James Corset
Arizona. They both received lieu
The Vesper Service will start with ticipating on behalf 0f the
O Bacca? Doloroso
Sibella understands Fascist ideology she has
tenant ratings.
an organ prelude followed by the call Chest; Dr. Margaret Smythe 1
La Girometta
Sibella an added weapon. Her flawless com
to worship. Thq text for the open intendent of the State Hospital'
Non e ver!
Mattei mand of English and training as an
William F. Neider, former gradu
Mr. Welton
actress coupled with her command of ate student of Pacific, recently spent ing devotions is Psalm 138. A hymn Archie Toal, representing the <
Wilhelmina K. Harbert at the
facts and experiences of people who part of his furlough here. He was and an instrumental number are fol ton School Board; Dr. Ralph J
piano.
are fighting Hitlerism, should make called back t othe Quartermaster's lowed by a responsive reading and a of the College of Pacific Psych
Erika Mann a fascinating person to Officer Candidate School at Fort solo vocal number. Rev. Malloch department; Mr. Bert Sw<
III
will then give his address. The Ves Stockton Recreational Director
Piece Heroique
Cesar Franck listen to.
Warren, Wyoming, for training.
per Service will close with a prayer, Mrs. C. A. Broaddus, represen
Mr. Bacon '
Neider is now a corporal.
organ meditation, and benediction.
of the League of Women Vote;
IV
The Vesper Service was planned by
Ah, Love, But a Day
Protheroe
Roy Bambas, former J. C. student,
Karl Baldwin, and Robert Burns INVITATIONS
Among the Living
Malotte
is now taking advanced aviation
will lead the responsive reading.
The heads of all civic and soc
The Great Sea
Malotte
training at Cal-Aero Primary School,
Sunday evening Vesper Services organizations of Stckton, local mi
Fall In.
Laoni
Ontario, California.
will be held every Sunday at 7:00.
isters, Student Christian Associati
Mr. Welton
Officers, and various student leadf
Ernest
Meyers,
one
time
Pacific
V
Dr. Paul L. Burlingame, professor
have been invited to attend.
Garillon
Louis Vierne of Zoology of the Stockton Junior student, is an instructor in photog
Mr. Roy Votaw, San Joaqt
raphy
at
Lowry
Field,
California.
Scherzetto...
Louis Vierne College, enlisted as a private in the
County Probation officer will act
Araberque
-...Louis Vierne Army Air Corps at Stockton Field
co-ordinator.
The Schiffmans, Henry, Charles,
Finale from First Organ Symphony
last Tuesday.
The panel is actively sponsored
and
Milton,
all
former
Pacific
stud
Louis Vierne
Dr. Burlingame served in the Ra
by the Social Action Committee oi
ents, are "on land, on sea, and in
Mr. Bacon
dio Corps during the last war, and
"This has been the most successful the Congregations Church; chairman
VI
once again has volunteered to render the air". Charles Schiffman is a pri International Relations Conference I
of this committee is Professor Paul
Prelude-in G Minor
Rachmaninoff his service as an aircraft radio op vate in the Army; he is stationed
at Harding Field, Baton Rouge, La. have ever attended." Those were the Trueblood.
The Juggler
—
Toch erator in this war.
Milton Schiffman is in the Merchant words of Brother Cyprian of St.
Viennese Dance
Friedman-Gartner
DISCUSSIONS
Marine;
his present station is un Mary's College concerning the con
Miss Burton
Nelson Rockefeller, the federal gov
vention
of
International
Relation's
The forum will be open to the pn
known. Henry Schiffman is taking
ernment's inter-co-ordinator of interClubs held at Pacific last week end.
lie for discussion; students are i
glider-pilot
training
in
Nevada.
Fordham university is intensify American affairs, is a graduate of
Delegates from eight different up vited to participate.
ing its programs in Latin and Greek. Dartmouth.
Herbert Shaw, a graduate of J. C., per division schools attended. The
was commissioned a second lieuten colleges represented were: Fresno
ant in the Medical Administrative State College, Visalia Junior College,
F O X
Dominican, Mills, St. Mary's, San
Corps Candidate School.
FOR SIZES 9-11-13-15
Francisco State, San Francisco Col
Lt. Herbert Shaw was graduated lege for Women, and College of Pa
from MAC Candidate School, Camp cific. The delegates were addressed
Barkley, Texas; he had come to by Dr. Phillip Buck of Stanford, and
PANAMA
Camp Barkley from the Medical De Dr. Robert Gale Woolbert of Den
ver University.
tachment, 205th Coast Artillery.
HATTIE
The very first glitter of the new season
Art Smith, a senior here, was in
William Ramsey, former Pacific charge of the conference arrange
Playing
music student, and member of the ments while Dr. Werner served as
SUNDAY
Weekly staff, is now a private-first- faculty advisor to the conference.
class in the Headquarters Company,
at the Presidio, Monterey, California.
These "Young Ideas'

a !i 'II

Dean Malloch Is
IN THE
Chapel Speaker
SERVICE Religious Leader to

Roy D. Cooper, former physical
education major at Pacific, is now
a Physical Education instructor at
Hemet Field, California.
Anyone who can "doodle" can learn
to draw, believes Dr. Arthur M.
Johnson, associate professor of bot
any at the University of California.

Hearts Galore
IT'S THE SAME

Alma Kay Shop

NOW PLAYING

Modiste

Ph. 2-6701

Pacific Ave.
Stockton

2005

Home Made Candy
Fountain Service
•

Palace
Candy Stores
216 E. Main St., Store No. 1
Telephone 7-7171 _ Stockton

Second Floor Salon

HEARTS - CHARMS
Just Received
New Designs

- 1-»

•

THE TALK OF
THE TOWN
CARY GRANT
JEAN ARTHUR

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Three Forty East Main Stockton

Store Hours 10 a. m. to 6 p. m.

SIERRA

THEATR£

LUNCHES — DINNERS

THE WONDER
i

ANN HOLLOND

KUECHLER'Q

On Pacifit Avenue at Downtown Prices
BINDERS, NOTE BOOKS, TYPEWRITER PAP]
PAPER, INDEXES, FOUNTAIN PENS, FOI
fY^VfDT T* rT*.f~' T

Charles Towner, New
frosh Club Prexy,
Appoints Chairmen

Women's League
Offers Advice

ON WHOM
THE BELLES

Towner, the newly elected
sfdent of the S. C. A. Frosh club
Pr£ ointed students to the Social and
Discussion Committees of the club.
On the social committee are Gene
Crithony, Tom Coale' Ruth Dudley,
Winnie Honnold, Sheldon Krasnow,
joy Ruff- and Rachel Wrig'F.
Ruth Schwartz, Don Phillip, Beck
Rosett, and Jimmy Yokum were ap
pointed to the discussion committee.
Other officers elected at the re
cent election were: First vice-presi
dent, Jimmy Yokum; second vicepresident, Becky Rosett, and Social
chairman, Bill Thompson.
There will be a meeting of the
groups Tuesday at 3:20 and 4:15 to
plan the next meeting of the Frosh
Club.
Charles

After attending the teas last Sun
day we are convinced that all the so
rorities got a swell bunch of girls—
Jeanne Hall showing off her Archania
bracelet at Epsilon; Eleanor Maggs
as glittering as ever at Alpha Thete,
and every pledge getting plenty , of
attention at Tau Kappa, especially
Lois Thornton.
Nice going, fellows, on a super
bunch of pledges last week. How
about all that bell-ringing Friday
night ? Why don't • they scrap those
things for Victory!
I'll bet Alpha Thete got a big
bang out of Omega Phi's rush func
tion—if they didn't, it wasn't their
fault.

DANCING
Wednesday — Saturday

TRIANON

Gladys Cowan Announces
KING JEWELER Engagement to Martin
Now Is the Time
To Select

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
You will find our lay-away
budget plan very
convenient.
2047 PACIFIC AVE.

The cries which rang from within-fread by Mrs. Turner, everyone made
the walls of Alpha Thete last Wed
a grab for 'Pug' and no one could
nesday night were not all due to the get a word in edgewise for about
fact that it was pledge night, but fifteen minutes.
mainly those hearty feminine screams
The couple first met on the Pa
heard round the campus announcing cific campus when Pug was a fresh
the exciting news that the big box man, and romance has been blossom
of chocolates had arrived revealing ing ever since that time, over three
the engagement of 'Pug and Bob.'
years ago.
CANDY SERVED
The candy arrived just after the
girls had finished a buffet supper and
were sitting around the living room
'just wishing something exciting
would happen.' When the card was

NOW THAT YOU ALUMNS
ARE BACK
LET'S MEET AT

FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE AND SANDWICHES

lENTONI'S
Sc . . 10c . . A5c . . Stores
2026 Pacific Avenue

OUTSTANDING
Gladys, who will graduate from
Pacific next Spring, hails from Na
pa. Since her first year here, she
has been an outstanding example of
a college cb-ed, full of fun, a good
student, and always ready to do her
part in the various activities around
the campus. In her freshman year,
she was a member of the Women's
Hall council, and when 'Pug' was a
sophomore, she was vice president
of Nu Alpha Kappa, sophomore hon
or society for women. During her
junior term she had the honor of
being president of the Women's An
nex.
PIANIST
Many of you might know hef best
as the talented pianist who played at
the radio studio last year on the
'Campus Clip Book' program.
'Pug', who is a music major, has
recently been practice teaching at
the Woodrow Wilson High School.
Bob, who claims Berkeley as his
home town, spent his freshman and
sophomore year on Pacific grounds
—from here he transferred to San
Francisco J. C. where he receiv
ed his J. C. certificate. He played
basketball his two years here and
(Continued on Page 8)
On Pacific Avenue

N e w.. • •

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER

OPENING

4 9

For satisfying haircuts

Main & El Dorado

4693
DRUG Poplar
P^2
&"Yosemite
Phone 2-5143

^OOD OLD FASHIONED
^ocolate DROPS
Only.,

.15c

co.

Attention faculty, faculty wives, and
student voters!
The League of Women Voters of
fers an accurate non-partisan discus
sion of the 18 ballot measures in a
continuous program from 1:30 to
5:00 and from 7:30 on in the evening
of Tuesday, October 27th, in the
North Hall of the Civic Auditorium.
All the measures will be covered in
a lyi hour period and you may come
at any time and leave when you have
heard the complete discussion..
A splendid opportunity to learn the
facts you need to know to mark your
ballot wisely.
Omega Phi sure got fooled on some
of the boys they expected to pledge.
Too bad Rhizomia got so many tpwn
boys as pledges—how're you going to
fill the house next semester? Ditto,
Alpha Thete.
Hope we'll see you next Friday.

Tomato-face McMurtry has been
LaFayette college has been enrich
re-named "Blackie."
Tom Bowe and Marge Patmon ed by a collection of more than 500
sfill seem to be thick as thieves at volumes from the library of the late
B. F. Fackenthal, Jr., famed indus
Alpha Thete.
trialist-philanthropist and a member
Wonder if Bill Scott and Walter
Goldman had a good sleep Friday? of the class of 1878.
When are you going to move in?
Edith Quinn, did you have a good
time the other night with our hand
some, blond, ex-yell leader?
Speaking of handsome fellows—
Dolly Fine is seen at Epsilon quite
a bit. How about that, C. C. ?
It's about time Dick Barkle gave
Aimee trouble for a change instead
of vice-versa.
Vice-prexy Les Knoles sure likes
athletes. Latest is Clare Slaughter.
What happened the P. T.?

ELSIE BERRY

Alert Cleaners
Expert Laundry Service

Tel 7-7899 - 2117 Pac. Ave.

—

_

^

HALLMARK — RUSTCRAFT — and
Don't miss these BROWNIES (Christmas Cards)
'Cause they have everything!
ALSO BROWNIE SEALS AND TAGS FOR
CHRISTMAS WRAPPINGS

2119 Pacific Avenue

Phone 2-2112

For versatile dayriuiw ..cur

LACE and
MESH
designs in lovely new
Luxuria cotton
by

HOLEPROOF
#1.15 3 pr. #3.30
#1.35 3 pr. #3.90
No. 850 All-over lace
No. 851 Rib Mesh

Everything to be found in a
first class drug store.

Complete Stock of
Straight Pins
Safetypins
Elastic—All sizes

Threads
Needles
Bobby Pins

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL

^ftklets
Yith Scalloped Cuff
AM Sizes and colors, per pairAll eu

25c
dl 6.1

Lovely and interesting new laces and meshes by Holeproof.
Made of fine quality mercerized cotton, you will find them
outstandingly beautiful and constructed to give you extra
long wear.

PRODUCTS
Wc

I
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Epsilon Pledges
Honored At
Sunday Tea

Women's
Hall Has
Spook Dance

Tee Kay Presents RH1ZITES PLEDGE
TWENTY - ONE
New Pledges
NEW MEN
At Tea

Twenty-one new "Boomers" were
Against the friendly warmth of
Epsilon pledges in pale pastels
Autumn gold and bronze chrysan warmly welcomed into the inner sanc
greeted the many guests who at
themums, Tau Kappa Kappa present tums of Rho Lambda Phi last Friday
tended the tea in the pledges' honor
Annual Affair Has
ed her new crop of pledges to cam evening at the fraternities pledging
Sunday afternoon from four to six
pus society on Sunday afternoon at
Hallowe'en Theme
ceremonies. The occasion was pre
o'clock. Lillian Kahan, house presi
a formal tea.
Women's Hall was transferred last
ceded by a very informal, and froldent, Miss Sue Gregory, house moth
Saturday night into an eerie Hallo- GAY COLORS
licking "bean feed." Bob Nikkei,
er, and Jackie Easby, vice president we'en-ish setting when its members
The nine pledges who were dressed
president
of Rhizomia, greeted the
presented the guests to the new gave their annual Spook Dance. in gayly colored formals, and held
new
pledges
on behalf of the entire
nosegays
of
Fall
flowers,
which
fur
pledges, Patty Schuler, Jean Miller, Guests were greeted with pumpkins,
ther helped to carry out the Autumn house, and issued instructions as to
witches,
tombstones
and
even
an
Lucy Harding, Margaret Ernst,
theme were: Lois Thornton, Betty
Jeanne Hall, Jane Skinner, Helen Egyptian mummy in a darkened crypt. Jane Iierrick, Barbara Orr, Jean their behavior.
(The nationality, however, was not
This latest crop of Rhizites have
Spanos, Elvera Giorgi, Doris Rehnert,
Grant, Pearl Ham, Betty Jean Bene already proven themselves a threat to
verified).
Kathryn Ladas, and Carol Rothendict, Frances Boseck, Ava June Col- the security of the more poised and
ATTENDANTS
liver, and Betty Jfan Young.
bush.
sedate members. Hardly had they set
Those attending the dance included
Miss Ruth M. Smith*and Mrs. Al foot in the house before they had
Phyllis Dodge and Doris Murphy,
patrons and • patronesses: Mrs. Ralph lan Noble poured tea for the students
hurled a challenge to a game of foot
who greeted guests at the door in A. Brady, housemother; Miss Ethel
and faculty members who attended. ball at the members.
identical formals of pale pink net Mae Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Paul G.
INTRO WOMEN
PERSONALITIES
skirts with black jersey tops, provid Trueblood and Mr. and Mrs. David
The guests were greeted at the
L.
Greene.
The
attending
"spooks"
Many outstanding personalities in
ed a hint of the color scheme which
i n c l u d e d J a n e S k i n n e r a n d J o h n door by Margaret Stimmann, vice- the various campus activities, go to
was carried out on the serving table.
Lundblad; Betty McDonald and Bill president of the sorority, and pre make this pledge class a remarkably
Here one tall tapered black candle Silverthorn; Patsy Curtis and Jack sented to Clair Sandrock, president,
well rounded one. Following is a
and one pale pink one stood on either Onyett; Pat Barrett and Dick O'Han- and Miss Ellen Deering, housemoth list of the new "Boomers":
side of the centerpiece fashioned of neson; Barbara Bertram and Bob er, in the receiving line.
From Stockton: Rod Beaton, Wal
Pearl Steiner was general chair
pink rose buds. Chocolate and pep Hunter; Jan Wiman and Bob Munch;
lace
Camodonico, Jim Chinchiolo,
man of the presentation tea, and her
permint mints completed the delicate Jean Grant and Charles Reeve; Kay committees consisted of Jackie Judge, Johnny Danniels, Bob Fawcett, Bob
Saunders and Seely Gilfilen; Jean
theme. Mrs. Mildred Peter and Mrs. Ager and George Ker; La Verne Frankie Crozier, and Wilma-Iu Caw- Hanson, Keith LaMoine, Bernal Lew
is, Ed Manuel, Johnny Miller, Norm
Charles Corbin poured.
Schon and Hank Ornellas; Lin Rein- ley.
Mulholland, Bob Norman, Frank
ke and Eddie Moore; Mary Lou MUSICIAN
Pierson, Ralph Preston, and Pat
Incidental piano music was provid
Cameron and Earl Klapstein; Carole
Wilbur.
Monroe and Gale Klusmire' Edith ed throughout the tea by Dolores
From Marysville: Bill Hixon, Jim
Quinn and Jerry Winter; Emamae Costa and Kay Seccara.
Watson, Ray Bresnan, George" TomaPrising and Jack White; Phyllis Majan, Reedly; Tom Butler, Santa Cruz,
cabee and Wally McCormick; Genie
In Seattle, Washington, when Wil
and Milt Greiser, Lodi.
Parkinson and Ken Sawyer; Ruth liam McLaurin, a professor at the
Simpers and Bob Bowe; Bariel Sharp University of Washington, married NEW VOICES
and Boyd Thompson, .Shepard and blind Helen Goodwin, the bride's
Thus twenty-one new voices are
Fran Wilkinson; Nellie Garner and Seeing Eye dog put his footprirft on added to the cry, "Let 'er Boom !
Bill Fox.
the wedding certificate as an offi
cial
witness.
OTHERS

Christmas
Cards

Pauline Davis and Bill Hanson;
According to the Metropolitan Life
Mildred Eachus and A1 Philp; Flor
ence Dwelley and Lindsay Moffatt; Insurance Co., only 13 per cent of
Marian Prior and Philip Bush; Cam our girls reaching the age of 18 face
Jamieson and Jim Franks; Barbara the probability of spinsterhood."
Merriam and Sibley Bush; Carolyn
Couse and Duane Shively.

PRINTED
WITH
YOUR NAME

SYMPHONY ORK
OPENS SEASON

ONLY

YOUR CHOICE OF
12 SMART DESIGNS

Ipl!
1sg
Rosensteel Printing Co., Inc.
157 W. Adams St., Stockton

Pi

(Continued, from Page 5)
On the whole the concert was
very successful. Special commenda
tion should be given Alix Einert
Brown for her fine cello solo per
formance, and the beauty of her in
terpretation. This was the first per
formance of "Medieval Serenade" in
this country, and the orchestra gave
her a fine accompaniament. The se
lection was really the high-light of
the evening.
Suite from the Ballet—"The Swan
Lake" by Tschaikowsky, with Hor
ace I. Brown as soloists in No. 3—
Scene, was especially enjoyed by the
audience.
The next Symphony concert will
be December 7.

Pacific Coffee Shop
H O M E

C O O K I N G

PACIFIC BARBER
SHOP

A NEW, COOL SPACIOUS

PACIFIC

Next to the Green Frog

HE

BRICK

FUEL OIL

PLASTER

DIESEL OIL

SAND

STOVE OIL

ROCK

Tel. 6-6966
330 S. Calif.

And at
Only

#29.75

Y

Every day increases the val
ue of worsteds—so select
your Town-Clad* TODAY '
Here's supreme quality, unjrnig.
diminished by
present conditlons!
I
Here's
INCREASED
styIe and

What's Doing Tonight?
Let's Go to the

STOCKTON
ICE RINK
Bring your Student Body
card for special rate

Lincoln at West Weber

YOU
LIKE 1IE
Half the fun of

this

wear, with the casual
comfort and easy-going

The Warmest

good looks that fine tail

Ideas in

oring means! You'll en
joy our kitten-soft sweat

WOOD

Rare Commodities
Today—But
Penny's Has Them!

N

brisk weather is wearing

LIME

ALL-WOOL
WORSTEDS

THE STERLING

our lovely new sports

COAL

PENNEY'S

AVE.

Featuring

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO

(.Continued from paa, -

participated in various Jj .
ac"vxti .
around school.
e
The latter part of this Sub
joined the Naval Air Cor
°'
i:
now stationed at Livermorf
er, he has nearly completed £?
sic training and expects tn 7
soon for Corpus Christ! whe^f
f
wll receive his commission

SHOP LOCATED ON

2041 Pacific Avenue

BREAKFAST-LUNCH-DINNER
COLLEGE PRICES

GLADYSCOWAN
BETROTHED

ers, crisply styled shirts
and action-loving skirts!

LIGHTWEIGHT
OVERCOATS
$22.50

i.j-ipfH

PACIFIC

Sega Phi Alpha
Welcomes Men

fraternity circle, between the
'"white Pilars of Omega Phi Ah
four d int0 the arms of waiting
plA a" carne nineteen new men who,
fcf°thfthe initial ceremony that Friaftef
would proudly wear the
nin'symbolical of pledgeship.

SEMONY

v,

fore the candle-lit ceremony,
and pledges went, in actance with long-standing tradi:°r
en fnasse to the long table at
^dining hall for the first time dec.
ed in the house colors. At the
°ra 6 of the meal, new and old memclose <
ined in singing the House
bers join
and Omega Phi Girl.
Returning to the house president,
. ijams, and his cohorts, made
ready f°r the °Pening ceremony in
the pledge semester which attempts
b action as well as words to prepare
true representatives of country, college and house.
t

tLs

UOVIATES

The nineteen noviates are: Jim
Faul, Len Hughes, Bob Howard, Don
Edwards, Jack Cooley, Mel Corren,
lay Deck, Bob Nawman," Bill Gilmore, Tom Hogan, Rus Gibeson, Jack
Onyett, Homer Werner, Ted Clark,
Sibley Bush, Jack Potter, Dave Far
ley, Don Gentry and Bill McGovern.

"Hit Parade" Is
Dance Theme

TIGER ROSTER
No.

1
3
5'

7

10
11
12
15
17

18
19

21
24
25

26
27

28
29
30
32
33
34
37
38
39
40
41
42
44

Name
Pos. Age
John Brusa
B
19
Bob Atkinson B
18
Earl Klapstein B
21
Don Pekarek G
21
Del Delguine B
19
John Camicia B
22
Bill Hixon
B
19
Gene Molle
B
20
Clint Ward
B
23
Bill Johnson
G
22
Bob Lynch
T
19
Jean Ridley
E
18
Jim Torvik
B
18
Jim Watson C
21
A1 Cardoza
C
17
C. Slaughter E
21
Bill Hanson E
20
Don Huff
T
20
Frank Bessac T
20
Chas. Reeves C
21
Jim Lyons
T
21
Larry Collier G
22
Willis BoyarskyE
23
Victor Hanson E
20
Joe Mendez
G
18
Wayne Fender G
19
A. Minetto
E
21
Karl Wahl
C
17
Stan Ressler G
19

DONS TROUNCE
SPARTANS 20-13

The date is November 7, the time
is 9 till 1, the place the Pythian
Castle, and the event is the "Hit
It must have been a bull fight for
Parade" dance which is to be given the San Francisco Dons when they
by Men's Hall.
threw the blanket on the Spartans
from San Jose. In last Sunday's con
CHAIRMAN
General chairman of the dance com test the Dons very efficiently duelled
mittee is Bob Noman, and his assist the Spartans for a 20 to 13 victory.
With U. S. F. entering the game
ants are Bob Nichols and Ray Ettemy, decoration committee: Frank as one of the "Big", but with a
Winter and Dwayne Tweedie; bids: black slate of two defeats, and San
Bob Kerr, Don Gentry and Bill Jose, with a record of an undefeated
and untied team, the odds were
Hooper, advertisement committee.
Music will be furnished by Bob guessed to be even. But the surface
Smith and his orchestra. Last Thurs didn't tell everything. A little ad
day at the assembly students were justment in the Don line, and a de
asked to write the names of their termined effort to erase the mark of
defeat, gave them the game.
favorite songs on a slip of- paper.
From a glance at the progress of
ORCHESTRA
'the
game, the boys from the bay dis
This was to enable the dance to
comply with its theme, "Hit Pa- trict had the situation to their lik
rcfo" All the favorite songs of the ing. All of the scores were made in
students are going to be played. Bids the first half of the game. Despite
®ay be purchased from anyone on all of the efforts of the San Jose
team, the 'Dons kept the score in
dance committee.
their favor.
In looking over a few statistics
from the game, such as yardage
gained by running plays, U. S. F.,
200; S. J. S„ 95; first downs, U. S.
F., 11; S. J. S., 8; and more like
hns for a big hayride to be held these; the Dons had the strong team
® the near future were discussed on that day.
V*' e last co-op house meeting, and
| 'et with enthusiastic approval.

Wt.
185
180
205
175
170

168
168
174
190
188
185
195
185
194
200
178
185

FRESNO ROSTER
Ht.
5-9
5-10
6-

5-7
5-10
5-8
5-9
5-11
5-11
5-8
6-

6-2

5-10
6-

6-3
6-2
6-2

206

6-2

179
185
185

6-1

180
169
170

220
183
170
170
182

5-11
5-10
5-10
5-9
6-1

5-11
5-10
5-11
5-11
5-7

Home Town
Lodi
Oakland
Lodi
Kingsburg
Concord
Stockton
Marysville
San Leandro
Alameda
Stockton
Manteca
Manteca
Richmond
Marysville
Manteca
Porterville
Kingsburg
Millbrae
Lodi
Winton
Linden
Porterville
San Jose
Kingsburg
Lodi
Stockton
Stockton
Stockton
San Francisco

LUNCHEONS FOR
GRADS PLANNED
Luncheon for the Alumnus is on
Epsilon's bill of fare for tomorrow
at 12:15 o'clock. At this time mem
bers will introduce the new pledges
to the old grads, and past "roomies"
will have a chance to reminisce. The
luncheon, buffet style, will be pre
ceded by a corporation meeting at
11:15 o'clock.
As a final gesture towards the de
parting alumni—up for the excite
ment-packed Homecoming week-end
—the members of the Epsilon Moth
ers' and Patronesses' Club will give
a tea for house members and alum

Big

AFFAIR

the plan now i| the affair will
ln
late afternoon, and continue
^ into the night. Social chair, n' Genevieve Jones, ably assisted
Wl ar'°n ^eanc' Take Reed, Ruth
the ey'. an<T others are working on
Vafious details at present.
start

^NTATfON
at
]gVgj °P
- life continues
t
— its high
—
W
Wednesday the house enlr"'rl Dr. and Mrs. Knoles at
mner.
They proved to be most
guests and their early rels anticipated with favor. En'tftai
ioi) ?'ng the! guests was Miss Marler ro|Vansc",' who adequately filled

No.
Name
Pos.
10 Dick Neal
G
11 Jackie Fellows Q
12 Jim Angeles C
14 Don Bolt
G
15 Dick Garver Q
16 Sanford RogersE
17 Dick Farriss E
18 Joe Shropshire H
19 Jack Kelley
H
20 Benny Brase G
21 Bill Brown
E
22 Louie Futrell H
23 Dale Carmody C
24 Dick Falconer C
25 F. von Dollen T
26 Jim Mulligan E
27 Jack Pattee
H
28 N. Stebbins
G
29 V. Humphrey T
30 Bob Hoffman T
31 Rex Schroder E
3 2 , Roy Ren fro G
33 H. Henderson F
35 Sam Zahline F
36 Mickey Masini F
37 Pete Gibson H
38 Tom'y Jenkins Q
39 Jean Lamoure G
41 Burl Wetter T
42 D. Dorfmeiere H
43 Temple Davies E
44 Mike Garzoni G
45 Maury Bruner T
Q
46 Suge Carter
47 M. McFarlane H
48 J. Schuknecht G
i9 Don Shaffer T
51 Dick Handley C
G
54 Bob Venn
55 Jim Molich
E

nus on Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Phil
Beaton, club president, Zora Jean
Lyle, president of the • alumni, and
Lillian Kahan, house president, will
receive. Miss Sue Gregory, house
mother, and Mrs. Charles Corbin will
be at the door.

#'1

Home Town
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Bakersfield
Fresno
Rosemead
San Bernardino
Los Angeles
Lindsay
Tulare
Fresno
San Francisco
Porterville
Fallensbee, W. V.
Porterville
San Luis Obispo
Oakland
Fresno
Fresno
Wasco
San Leandro
Los Angeles
Riverside
Fresno
Bloomfield, N. J.
Fresno
Riverside
Dos Palos
Fresno
Chowchilla
Fresno
San Francisco
Santa Clara
Riverside
Fresno
Oakland
Fowler
Long Beach
Corcoran
Clovis
San Francisco

From Randolph Field, Tex., comes
the report that Army Air Corps ca
dets are using thousands of powder
puffs! With neat holes in their cen
ters they provide comfortable padding
for radio head-sets and exclude en
gine noises.

Here's Your New
Fall S u i t . . .

$33.50
COAT AND TROUSERS

bracelets

Open Thursdays till 9
Suits and
Top Coats

*29

,50 ... *50

Exclusive Sale of
Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Good Clothes

A smart suit for football games . . .
days at class . . . dances and semidress parties ... A suit cut fully and
comfortably to insure freedom of
movement . . . Fine tailored of a
rough tweed material . . . the kind
that will wear well and keep its shape
/. . Come in this week and try them
on while our stock is complete in
colors and sizes.

Buy War Bonds and Stamps Regularly

Yidst Bros.

BLEWETT'S
We Make Our Own
ICE
CREAM

•cSTYLE STORE fOR =JWEN •
Stockton
320 East Main St.

d a i l y

2017 Pacific Ave — Phone 2-2830
We cater to parties
Q- J

Ht.
5-10
5-6
5-11
5-11
5-9
65-10
5-10
5-9
65-9
65-10
6-2
6-2
66-3
5-8
5-11
6-3
6-4
665-9
65-9
5-10
6-1
6-3
6-1
6-1
5-10
65-8
5-9
66-1
6-1
5-9
6-1

Rugged Styles for Fall!

for friendship

425 E. Main St.

Wt.
165
165
190
171
155
180
166
170
190
192
179
195
170
178
186
180
198
170
190
206
215
223
181
180
199
160
157
203
225
185
188
195
198
173
165
181
185
196
180
195

• S T Y L E S T O R E F O R <=JV\EN •

SILVER HEARTS

CHAS.HAAS
& SONS
JEWELERS

Age
19
20
19
21
20
20
21
19
21
21
21
19
20
20
22
24
18
20
22
19
20
24
21
20
19
19
18
19
19
18
20
21
20
18
21
19
19
20
18
21

YOST BROS..

Co-op Plans
Hay Ride

I
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—Ask for your copy of "How to Make Your Clothes Last Longer"—a complete illustrated
i
r,n 1-ir.w to get more mileage out of your clothes.

FREE
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Ye Scribe Has Plenty to Say
About Scores, Hunches, Etc.

TIGER CENTER

Story Claims Ohio State is
Doomed—So is Pacific
Hard To Beat

By LEROY CHRISMAN

Ohio State is today the number one team of the
won't be tomorrow—because they are going to |^atl0ni
they
to beat.
consin. The winner of the Alabama-Georgia garne°Se"ii° W:
The team with the highest scoring
first place. And the winner of that fracas can pick his
~ — sugar—and
o*n/4 no rationing
0\Vll {jQl
record in the country will be hard —roses or
An undefeated team will be hard

to beat.
While we're on predictions, how-f
Yes, Fresno State has a high class about this one. Contrary to what
the gridiron masterpiece that has t
football team with an enviable rec Slaughter says, Stanford will lose to pieces every team thrown
its next three games and go on to
ord, and they will be doing their
wallop Cal. in the big one. it. Yes! And they've got spirit,ta
best Saturday to run the score to
The winning spirit that makes
MAMMOTH CROP
infinity in an attempt to break the
From our Notre Dame scout we bunch of guys want to g° out tie
A1 Cordoza—Freshman from Manteca has been showing much all-time scoring record. In fact, the
heard this one—and it's true. It and burn up the gridiron. Rd
improvement at the center slot.
score probably interests the Bulldogs seems Notre Dame has a mammoth not so much for themselves but f
more than anything else in the com crop of sophomores. Among the a little old teacher's college call
larger boys are a pair weighing over Fresno St. They won their w
ing contest with the Tigers.
240
pounds and standing six-feet-six two weeks ago against March Fie
While the Bulldogs have a scoring
in their stocking feet. But these by their smallest score, 20-0.
record hard to equal in football cir
New Stock oi
midgets are just average compared COULDN'T SCORE
cles—270
points to a total aggregate to Jim Tree who stands six-feet-seven
FICTION, NON-FICTION
Ever hear of a guy named Nelst
and
of six for their opponents—they are and tips the scales at 260 pounds. —Jimmy Nelson—of Alabama. %
CHILDREN'S BOOKS
due for a letdown. They have won Yes, they call Jim "Oak" for short— he's just the guy that made-forAl;
— RENTAL LIBRARY —
five successive games against fair quite a sprout, eh!
bama—the first
touchdown score
Hours 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
competition, but as yet they have
Maybe you wonder why you haven't against Tennessee in two seasons <
GEORGE LESITNER
not met any team which has threat heard the names of these giants over regular play. A few thought he w;
ened to make a real match out of the radio. Well it so happens that one of the hardest runners to con
2101 Pacific Avenue
their game with Fresno.
these men are only sophomores, and out of the South in a decade. Jiam
Stockton, California
Leahy doesn't want these frail, young played against Fresno in the Marc
I.
Everything to Gain
lads getting injured in the. rougher Field game—but Jimmy didn't scot
Fresno has been built up so much games. That's mighty fatherly of against Fresno St.—no sir-ree—nc
im— *|#
that the coming contest looks all in Leahy, don't you think?
against Fresno St. he didn't
their favor. However, the Bulldogs
Special Plate Lunches
Am I picking Pacific to win tomor
Wonder what kind of a team A. A.
After Theatre Dinners
have everything to lose and the Tig would turn out if he had that kind row?—I'd take Fresno St. agains
Open 'till Midnight...
ers have everything to gain.
Cal., U. S. C. or Stanford—evei
of material riding the bench.
The "Phantom Four" has had
money.
"THE TASTE WILL TELL"
plenty of publicity, and if all we ANYBODY HERE?
Is the score going to be 54-0,61-1
All campus men over 6' 6" and
have heard is true, then it should be
or 80-0. That's up to eleven guy:
weighing
260
pounds
or
more
please
a great show Saturday when they
Phone 3-0451
I
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
report to the little house at the north out there on the field—in suits of or
|
—
start operations.
2014 Pacific Avenue
ern
end of Baxter Stadium immed ange and black—a little, old white
iut—njt—iai—iih—iui^—no—ini—im—mi—rai—mi—
The main member of the Bradshaw
haired man standing by the edge of
iately.
coached team is the versatile Jackie
the bench—and a long-gone fightin
Last
call
to
arms—Fresno
St.'s
here
Fellows is All-American material,
spirit that used to belong to a kind
coast were clamoring for the lad's tomorrow—they've got everything—
of corney little old college called
weight,
speed,
and
experience
in
the
talents this fall, but he chose Fresno
Pacific.
State, because Bradshaw favored the line—blinding speed, churning pow
wide-open style of attack and this er, and deception in the backfield. Add GOT A HUNCH
to this an air drive that literally
I kinda got a hunch—that's al
suited Jackie just fine.
The Raisin City folks believe that smokes and you've got a picture of just a hunch.
fellows is All-American material.
Although small, Jackie handles
himself most adeptly, is fast as a
bullet, passes straight and hard, and
blocks cleanly with vigor. He eats
sleeps and breathes football.
But what about the Tigers—or will
we be able to call them Fighting
Tigers Saturday?
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"Yes siree...

Remember This?
Remember what a handful of
"Fighting Tigers" did in Burma—or
do you?

The difference won't be in the
reading of the scoreboard. The
difference won't lie in the fact
that the Bulldogs will be the
favorites. It won't be that Fel
lows is on the Fresno team.
The difference in the two teams
will be that one worked to
gether as a unit. Which team
that will be is the question.
The Tigers will field a football
team Saturday which has possibilities
of defeating the Fresno men—if
they put their heads together and
play heads-up ball.

Can't Say

One side is plain tan color—
the other side is plaid—Wear
it either side out and its wind
proof and water repellent—
Cut with comfortable for ac
tive sports and for general
wear

f

w

THRELFALLS
Clothes For Men and Boys ... 439 E. Main St.

But no one can say what the out
come of any game will be with ut
most confidence—look what happened
to Santa Clara; to the Trojans and
to Washington. It could happen
| here.
One main thing that has been
very noticeable at the football games
is the lack of interest on the part
of the students. Only the opening
game saw the rooters' section filled.
The yell-leaders lose their voices
trying to lead yells, but the response
is terrible.

| See You There
It takes about nine men to keep
each airplane in the air—and it will
take about the same number of root
ers to each player to keep the Tigers
| on the ground. We'll see you Satur.

Ice-cold Coca-Cola is more than thirsf"
quenching. Yes siree. It's refreshing. ThereS
an art in its making. There's know-how in if*
production. The only thing like Coca-Cola i«
Coca-Cola itself. Nobody else can duplicate it "
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

Johnson, Lyons Play

Eight Years

Together

Page 11
hitting tackier, When he hits, he hits
bench warming for this gentle
for keeps.
man, however. Lyons who is in
The Siamese Football Twins
Class V-7 of the Naval Reserve
will separate when they give up
graduates in February and ex
football and take up their new
pects to don an Ensing's Uni
jobs with Coach Uncle Sam.
form before an other football
Lyons and Johnson won't do any
season rolls around.

NO PENALTY
Bill Johnson has deserted his part
ner by enlisting in the U. S. Marine
Corp reserve. He will graduate in
June and hopes to be clipping a dirty
little Jap before long. There will be
no penalty for clipping in this game.

Stockton Lads Separate
/it Spring Graduation
BY DICK BARKLE
William "Bill' Edward Johnson and James "Jim" Robert |
two men of iron in the Tiger line this year, are Siamese
Tffins as far as their football careers are concerned.
Ly0ns,

They

both graduated from Stock-"''

GRID TWINS

High School in 1938 where they
graced the Tarzan line-up every year
ton

for fo«r years Prev'ous to that mem
orable June commencement day.
ENTER J- C.
From this institution Bill and
Jim adjourned the next fall to
the College of Pacific and en
rolled in Stockton J. C. The
Cub coach in 1938 was Earl
"Stonewall" Jackson and the
Stockton pair were first-string
ers on the present Pacific track
coach'k football machine.
The next season saw Doug Dash
iell assume the leadership of the Cubs
irith Mr. Johnson and Mr. Lyons
tinder his command as returning vet
erans. 'They proved to be valuable
assets on the first string eleven, repre
senting Stockton J. C. in 1939.
head

REPORT TO STAGG
When the 1940 gridiron cam
paign rolled around, Bill John
son and Jim Lyons-reported to
A. A. Stagg. They were reward
ed with a game uniform which
they should have refused. They
would have had a. better view
up in the stands where they
could have been for not once
during the entire season did
either of them get in a single
game.

•

However, when the 1940 season
rolled around Bill Johnsbn was
Warded with a first-string
guard's
berth. He played the full 60 min
utes in more than one game last fall
and is
i going strong again this year.
Johnson is short and stalky, tipping
the scales around the 190 pound season and this season is the
"hf*. The opponents have no soft
number one man.
touch when they try to move him out
Lyons stands five feet, ten inches
"J their path. He always plugs up tall and weighs 185 pounds. He is
'0se holes and for this reason he fast, an excellent blocker, and a hardreceived honorable mention on the
J'

Far Western Conference team last
This season he will prob-

HELP...HELP

>casori.

1 y be
varsity.

named on the all conference

UNDERSTUDY

Ah! Let George Do It!

be 1940 season was a sucCessful one for the other "bench
j,^ler'" Jimmy Lyons.
He
t break into the starting
lime n
' " P last season but he did
ay a lot of
ball. He was
e Understudy for Aron Reme at the tackle position last

Now listen folks, George is busy.
Let the -College Book Store do it.

SHELL PRODUCT'S—TIRE
AND BATTERY SERVICE

CUB

every man on every campus owns a
covert suit. They'll take a lot of wear
ing and still keep up appearances
And they wear so well they'll serve
you semester after semester. Priced
from ^35 to ^45

THE COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE

Sibley E. Bush
e 3-0604—2302 Pacific

Covert registers again. Practically

Let us send your Magazine Sub
scriptions this year, lowest prices
guaranteed. Let'us order those
Christmas Books. Do it now, re
member the transportation sys
tems, even the mails are some
what delayed these days, sd don t
wait until a few.days before
Christmas.

Shellubrication

Bh,0n

•r

. . . and with that covert suit—wear
an Argyle V-neck slipover, of all vir
gin wool $7.50

"On the Campus for You'

BRSVO & MeKIISAN

HOUSE

Operated by

Associated Women s Students
JNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
At All Hours
.

.r,n

AT

MOON

F O R

313-317

M E N — F O R

EAST

MAIN

B O Y S

STREET
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Vaunted Bulldogs Invade Tigertowi
Casaba Team Begins
Practice-Split Drills
For Available Players

KICK-OFF
College of Pacific's football
game with Fresno State in Baxr
ter Stadium is scheduled to begin
at 3 p. m. Fresno State Rooters
will be compelled to pay a ten
cent federal tax on the game.

Fresnanp
Heavy
Have
Fast, Tricky
Main
Ba
Threat is Jackie Fellows
(Continued from Paqe

(Continued, from Page 1)
In preparation for the Tiger
basketball season, which will
start about the first of Decem
ber newly-appointed coach Chris
Kjeldsen has been drilling avail
able • players for the, past two
weeks. Two separate drill ses
sions have been arranged.

1. Carry the ball nine time,
six and a half yards af
•*
and reel off a total of sixfr •
yards on the ground
PASSES

2. He will toss eighteen aerials,
complete nine of them for a tot,
134 yards.

C. O. P. players and the better
Jaysee men will scrimmage in the
afternoons. A J. C. casaba class
will meet in the evenings. From
the latter group will be picked the
second team, which will play pre
liminary games during the season.

3. Eight of the nine passes co
pleted will nestle in the hands of 1
Molich Ail-American candidate
end.

4. By himself Fellows will accoi
for 202 yards gained for the Build,
on the ground and in the air
5. Make two touchdowns by ri
ning—probably the left end,'and t
more on passes to Molich.

ALUMNI FIRST
The P. S. A. varsity (all
sports will have only one team
composed of both Jaysee and
Pacific students—according to a
recent ruling of the Board of
Athletic Control) will open its
season against the traditional
"first mighters"—the C. O. P.
Vern Humphrey, Mickey Masini, Jim Molich — all first-string
alumni. Tentative contests have ! highly-touted and undefeated football team.
also been arranged with the San
Jose State Spartans, Chico State
Wildcats, and the California
Aggies.
Far Western Conference teams will
continue to meet, but it is not cer
tain that any championship squad
will be picked. This is to allow the
frosh to play jvithout changing pres
ent Conference eligibility rules.
The junior varsity squad will
meet numerous town and service
teams. Limitations of transpor
tation will probably force the
cancellation of annual games
with minor Bay Area semi-pro
organizations.
POTENTIALITIES
Coach Kjeldsen has the potentiali
ties of a great team, according to
competent observers. In addition to
the many seasoned players returning,
he has a number of beginners who
lack only college experience.
Jack Toomay, Art Jensen^
Bob Nikkei, Clare Slaughter'
and John Camicia are the retim
ing lettermen. The latter two are
playing football and consequent
ly have not been able to attend
basketball practice.
Three outstanding transfers are
Perry Thornton from San Francisco
Junior College, Don Edwards from
Chaffey J. C., and Jim Faul. Up
from Stockton J. C. are Ralph Net
zer, But Chinchiolo, Bob Bowe, Cliff
Smyth, and Walt Coleman. Doug.
Sabiston and Russ Gibeson, letter
winners in tennis and swimming re
spectively, are two newcomers who
are eligible for varsity play.
NO ASSISTANT
At the present time Kjeldsen
is handling all prectice sessions
personally; no assistant coach
has been chosen yet.

FRESNO WILL
BRING BAND

n

Fraternities Are
Winners In
'Mural Contests

Opening action of the intromural
competition in tennis and volleyball
found Omega Phi registering the first
win in tenis, while Archania and Rhizomia were taking the initial volley
ball'contests.
Height was the principal factor as
Rhizomia defeated Omega Phi in
volleyball, 15-13, 15-13. Archania de
feated a decimated team from the
Dorm 15-7, 15-12 at the same time.
Omega Phi took three straight
matches against the Dorm Tuesday
in tennis.
Next week's tennis schedule pits
Dorm and Manor Monday, Omega
Phi-West Town Tuesday, RhizomiaArchania Wednesday, and West
Town-Manor Thursday.
Games Thursday of this week and
matches between Archania-Rhizomia,
and Dorm-Omega Phi on Tuesday of
next week complete that schedule, un
less a playoff is necessary to deter
mine a champion.

VOLLEYBALL
Complete schedule follows:
Dorm-Rhizomia — Thurs., Oct. 29.
Archania-Rhizomia — Tues. Nov 3.
Dorm-Omega Phi — Tues., Nov 3.
snn29th.
TENNIS
(4 men, 2 singles and a double
team) (2 sets our of 3)
Dorm-Manor—Mon., Nov. 2.
Omego Phi-West Town — Tues,
No. 3.
Rhizomia-Archania—Wed. No. 4.
West Town-Manor—Thurs., Nov
5.
Omega Phi-Rhizomiat—Mon., Nov
9.
Dorm-Archania—Tues., Nov. 10.
Omega-Phi-Manor — Thurs., Nov
12.

Dorm-Rhizomia—Mon., Nov. 16.
Fresno State is bringing three hun
West Town-Archania — Thurs.,
dred rooters and its band to the clas Nov. 17.
sic grid contest tomorrow afternoon.
Rhizomia-Manor—Wed., No. 18
They will meet at the Hotel Clark
Omega Phi-Archania — Thurs.,
at noon to get ready for the big Nov. 19.
rally to be staged by the combined
Dorm-West Town—Mon., Nov. 23.
student bodies of the two schools.
Pacific students will leave from
Responding to a call at Emporia
Stadium Drive in a caravan train to (Kan.) Teachers' college, the fire lad
meet their visitors at the hotel. Loyal dies found an optical illusion instead.
Tiger supporters should be on hand Floodlights striking millions of in-

SLAUGHTER
PICKS
STANFORD

FOUR TOUCHDOWNS

men on Fresno State's

HALF-TIME STUNT
INVOLVES
THIRTY FROSH

The Tigers, then, by making
touchowns can tie Fellows' acco
lishments.
However, the rest of 1
phantom four will add seve;
more scores. Fresno't left ha
Futrell, makes nine yards eve
time he packs the ball and l
scored five
touchdowns tl
season. Kelley—the Bulldoi
right half—goes eleven yar
every time he gets his hands
the ball and has scored five tin
this year. Masini, the four
ghost, goes up the middle f
three and a half yards when 1
totes the pork-hide.
By the average the score will
Fresno 54—Pacific 1.

The Pacific band will put on an
entertainment for the spectators at
the game tomorrow afternoon during
By CLARE SLAUGHTER
half-time. They are keeping the ex
After handing Santa Clara a de act details secret until actual presen
cisive defeat last Saturday, the U. tation. However, they have released
C. L. A. Bruins look like the best the news that their stunt will in
TEE DEE BREW
team on the coast. Though the volve thirty freshmen.
The Bulldogs will use a my:
Bruins started out rather slowly,
The Fresno band will perform dur
they have been rapidly gaining ing the first part of the middle pe shift, a new spread-eagle fonna
'momentum. They should be the riod. The visiting team is bringing and a new system of interferencf
Pacific Coast Conference winners.
created by the mind of their co
its marching contingent and three
Another game which should have hundred rooters to cheer for it.
Jim Bradshaw.
brought some comment last weekend
They'll use an assortment
There will be no card tricks this
was the Stanford-U. S. C. contest.
about 73 different plays*
Stanford is coming up and should year. In keeping with the admoni
built around the intrepid 8:
give the Bruins something to worry tions to curtail unnecessary expense
lightning of Jackie Fellows.
and waste, the rally committee has
about this weekend.
Now—the meagre story of 0
Pacific Coast Conference teams devised a plan to obtain its color
Tigers.
have been pretty well juggled around in the rooting section by having all
Pacific lacks any of the g<
and there isn't a team in the league rooters dressed in white shirts and
and romantic aura which s1
which remains undefeated. Califor blouses and the fellows wearing or
rounds Fresno State's machinj
nia also gave a surprising account ange dinks and rooters caps and
They lack any real trip
last week when the Bears took the forming a block P.
threat fancy-Dan backfield s
Huskies for a ride.
They lack a line that averaf
The game between the Tigers and
over two hundred pounds.
the Bulldogs should be an interest
Here's what they've got.
ing game to watch and should give
OUR BOYS
Pacific fans something to talk
he
Klapstein — fullback
about, both before the game and af
plunge as hard as anybody an ^
ter.
The game between the Tigers
but lacks experience that is
and the U. S, Coast Guard on
Here are some more scores for
sary in his key position.
this week.
Armistice Day will not be their
Slaughter — end — he ^ (
last,
as
Mr.
Stagg
announced
Stanford
j*
passes as well as any!hot^J\
this week that a game had been
U. C. L. A.
7
nose plays better than any
scheduled with the San Diego
1
Pacific
21
he can't go full spee
(
Navy
team
on
November
14.
Fellows
20
game and Stagg has no 0
A
vote
was
taken
on
the
mat
California
in his place.
„
ter and the members of the
Oregon
g
Camicia — tailback
(
Pacific football aggregation un
Washington
passes as well as Fellows
animously decided that they
Oregon State
6
no protection.
IlOt,0d]
would make the trip.
Brusa — onback
St. Mary's
7Traveling to San Diego for
touch him as a blocker.
Fordham
q
their final contest, the Tigers
Santa Clara
A
CHANCE
2o
fest
will entrain shortly after their
U. S. F.
7
Together, these an tie ^
game here November 11.
make a game of it 1
^1
Notre Dame
27
The^ game will have no ad
Navy
steamed up enough^ght
7
mission barged as it is con
call
the
right
plays
at
sidered
part
of
the
Navy's
oVer
Minnesota
13
training program.
If they could push the
jf
Northwestern
7
they
got
it
into
^ey
Kalamazoo
g
^
Louis K. Manley, formerly dean was only with
Michigan Normal
q
e
get real, clear
°
.
™
University
of
Pittsburgh
Tennessee
jg
c 100 o business administration, has just once.
,uld h*vei
Louisiana State
7
You see We co
been named dean of the graduate
Iowa Cadets
27
ham andL CgSeggs
p hi"1.
c ool at the University of Maimi.
Nebraska
j3
only had some
If we °n *
A some
Porterville J. C.
First group 0f 1,600 enlisted memIf we only had so*
Visalia J. C.
Q
are1
!T 0 , e_ WAVES will be trainiromen

GAME IS ADDED
TO TIGER SKED

L

